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Abstract  
 

A perturbed linear system with property of strong observability ensures that there is a sliding mode observer to 
estimate the unknown form inputs together with states estimation. In the case of the electro
piston position measured output, the above property is not 
were used to build a dynamic structure that satisfy the condition of strongly observable. 
observer (HOSMO) was used to estimate both the resulting unknown perturbation 
Thereafter with one signal from the whole system (piton position), the piston position make tracking to desire one with 
a simple linear output feedback controller after canceling the perturbation term. 

The numerical simulation results show
forcing the piston position to follow the desired reference position. Moreover
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1. Introduction  
 

In many tracking or regulating problem design, 
it is impractical to assume that all the system 
phase variables are measured [1, Chapter 7]. 
problem of states reconstruction together with 
perturbation (unknown inputs and parametric 
uncertainties) estimation is one of the most 
important studies in modern control theory [

The computation of system states and 
perturbation can be done by a dynamical system 
called robust observer [1, Chapter 7].  

For perturbed linear system the traditional 
Luenberger observer derived the state estimation 
error to bounded region around the origin [
Chapter 7]. In addition to that the estimation error 
with sliding mode observer based on first order 
sliding  mode  converge  asymptotically 
origin  if  the  measured  outputs  have 
degree one with respect to the perturbation term 
[3, Chapter 3]. But sliding mode observer based 
on high order sliding mode skip the need to the 
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property of strong observability ensures that there is a sliding mode observer to 
estimate the unknown form inputs together with states estimation. In the case of the electro
piston position measured output, the above property is not met. In this paper, the output and its derivatives estimation

used to build a dynamic structure that satisfy the condition of strongly observable. A
used to estimate both the resulting unknown perturbation term and the output derivatives. 

with one signal from the whole system (piton position), the piston position make tracking to desire one with 
feedback controller after canceling the perturbation term.  

tion results showed excellent performance of the proposed output feedback controller in 
forcing the piston position to follow the desired reference position. Moreover, the control effort spent 
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problem of states reconstruction together with 
perturbation (unknown inputs and parametric 

mation is one of the most 
important studies in modern control theory [2]. 

The computation of system states and 
can be done by a dynamical system 

called robust observer [1, Chapter 7].   
For perturbed linear system the traditional 

server derived the state estimation 
error to bounded region around the origin [3, 
Chapter 7]. In addition to that the estimation error  
with sliding mode observer based on first order 

asymptotically  to  the 
have   relative 

degree one with respect to the perturbation term 
, Chapter 3]. But sliding mode observer based 

on high order sliding mode skip the need to the 

relative degree one, because this observer include 
a robust (exact with mea
differentiator [3, Chapter 7]. The relative degree 
one with respect to the perturbation is a restriction 
to design an observer [4]. 

 As a literature review,
improvement of the sliding mode control for the 
electro hydraulic system (
was studied in [5]  such that the dynamic friction 
model of the EHS was inserted in the simulation 
model instead of the one that to be controlled. An 
approximate ideal sliding mode control with 
varying boundary layers fo
[6] to improve the position tracking performance 
such that the experimental results have shown 
robustness against the various set points. By 
combining the sliding mode control and a simple 
robust method, the adaptive sliding mode cont
for the EHS was presented by [
results have shown a good performance of the 
position tracking. 
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for the EHS was presented by [7] such that the 
results have shown a good performance of the 
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Observer based back stepping control design 
for the EHS was studied in[8, 9] such that the 
proposed controller was designed in the presence 
of both friction and load force where the ultimate 
boundedness of the position tracking error was 
guaranteed. 

In [10] a nonlinear model of the EHS 
dynamical model have been developed such that a 
robust �� position control extended with integral 
action was proposed, where the experimental 
results have shown the robustness of the closed 
loop system against the parametric perturbation 
and the load force. 

HOSMO with exact states and unknown 
bounded inputs observation for strongly 
observable system was proposed by [2]. In [11] 
the states and the unknown unbounded (but only 
requires boundedness of at least one of their high 
order derivatives) inputs were estimated. A global 
finite time exact observation of the state vector for 
general (the measured outputs are perturbed by 
the same unknown form of the system dynamics 
with dimension of the unknown input vector less 
than the number of the measured outputs) strongly 
observable linear time invariant systems with 
bounded unknown Lebesgue measurable inputs 
was proposed by [12]. 

The organization of this paper is as follows; 
the formulation of the problem statement is 
presented in section 2, while the HOSMO based 
controller deign is introduced in section 3. In  
section 4 the Electro-hydraulic system takes as a 
case study, while the simulation results and 
discussions are developed in section 5. 
 
 
2. Problem Statement  
 

Consider a dynamical system described by 

�
��� = ��																																																					��� = 
����, �� + �����, ����																														+�����, ��, ���� = 
����, ��, �� + �����, ��, ���															+�����, ��, ��, �� = ��																																																						��

�
��

         …(1)                                                                            

where, �����, ��, � and �����, ��, ��, � are the 
mismatched and matched unknown perturbation 
forms. The perturbation includes parametric 
uncertainties and the unknown bounded external 
inputs with knowing that that both 
�		and �����, ��, � are assumed to be  locally Lipschitz. 
In addition  � is assumed here to be the only 
measured output.  

The observability problem can be regarded as 
follows; the possibility to build a new dynamic 

system called robust observer depends only on 
given information called measured outputs used to 
reconstruct both of system states and unknown 
form [13, Chapter 1]. The strong observability, 
that is required observability condition, confirms 
the existence of transformation matrix that 
transformed the original form dynamic to a phase 
variable canonical form such that there is a robust 
observer which is exact with measurement noise 
free to reconstruct both of states and the unknown 
form, such observer is a HOSMO [3, Chapter 7]. 
From an observer design point of view (Eq. (1)) 
one cannot design an observer which used to 
reconstruct the unknown form along with states 
estimation due to the relative degree condition 
which is not satisfied here. The electro-hydraulic 
system is an example described mathematically 
by Eq. (1).  

In modern control system the reduction of 
sensors devices produce less measurement noise, 
such that the proposed controller become more 
accurate in addition to cost reduction[2].  

Now consider the following assumption; 
Assumption (1):  the right hand side of ��� in Eq. 
(1) is a differentiable function, i.e., 
����, ��, �����, ���� and �����, ��, � are smooth 
functions of ���, ��, �. 
Based on the above assumption, Eq. (1) can be 
transformed to a phase variable canonical form. 
As a result it can be obtained a strongly 
observable system such that the state variables 
vector is the output measurement and its 
derivatives. Thereafter HOSMO will be adapted 
here to reconstruct the resulting new unknown 
form together with new state variable vector 
estimation. The new unknown form means that a 
perturbation term resulted from differentiating ���. 
In addition to that the new unknown form of the 
resulting dynamic (canonical transformed form of 
Eq. (1)) satisfies the matching condition where 
after estimating this form one can cancel it and 
then use any successful linear controller to drive � = �� to track desired one. 

The goal of this paper is to build a system 
dynamic related to the system dynamic as in Eq. 
(1) and transform it to a phase variable canonical 
form via HOSMO. Then a linear state feedback 
will be designed to derive the output to follow the 
desired reference. 
 
 

3. High Order Sliding Mode Observer 
Based Controller Design 

 
Keeping in mind the dynamic of Eq. (1) and 

denoting that: 
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�� = � = ��, �� = �� = ��, 				�� = �� 		= ���					�2  
Now by considering assumption (1) the model 
dynamic in Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows; ��� = �� + �� + ��� =  �																						! 																																										… �3  
Where: 

� = $������% , � = $0 1 00 0 10 0 0% , � = $ 00����%  � = $001% ,  = (1	0	0) 
� = ���
� + �� + **+ �
� + ��  
where  �
� + �� is assumed differentiable as 
mentioned above. Therefore it can be seen that the 
dynamic in Eq. (3) is strongly observable (see 
Appendix A). The next step is devoted to design a 
HOSMO to reconstruct the perturbation � 
together with estimating the new state �. It 
consists of building a standard Luenberger 
observer together with a high order sliding mode 
differentiator. 

A standard Luenberger observer for the system 
in Eq. (3) is given by ,� = �, + �� + -�� −  ,  
   = �, + �� + -� �	 −  ,																												… �4  
where , ∈ ℛ�. Define:2 = � − ,, then from Eq. 
(3) and Eq. (4) we obtain: �2� = �� − - 2 + ��23 =  2																							! 																																							… �5  
where 23 = � −  , =  � −  , =  2.  

The traditional Luenberger observer with � = 0 ensures the asymptotic convergence to zero 
for the estimation error due to that �� − -  is 
Hurwitz [14] without the need to differentiating 
the output n-1 times. But with unknown bounded � the Luenberger observer providing a bounded 
estimation error [3]. A high order sliding mode 
differentiator companied with Luenberger 
observer confirms a finite time convergence of the 
resulting estimation error to zero as follow [3]: 

566
7232�32�32839:

:; = <   �� − - 		 �� − - � �� − - �= 2 + < 000 �� − - ��= �									. . �6  
From Eq. (6), the state � and the perturbation	� 
are estimated as follows; 

� = , + $   �� − - 		 �� − - �%
@� A232�32�3B																									… �7  

� = �D�E@FDGH 	I283 −  �� − - �2	J													… �8  
Equation (7) shows that, �� − , ⟶ 0 when 23 ⟶ 0. That means a Luenberger observer is 
sufficient with � = 0. To this end, the derivatives 

of 23 to the third order are the basic 
implementation requirement of the above 
observer. 

A high order sliding mode differentiator is 
utilized in this work to get an exact (robust with 
noisy measurements) 3th order differentiation of 
signal 23 as follow; Assume that the 3rd derivative 
has a known Lipschitz constant M >| ���||�|PQR [3, Chapter 7]. Since   ��� = 1 
(see Eq. (3)), thus M > |�|PQR. The HOSMO 
dynamics is given by; 

�
S�� = −TU	MVW		XS� − 23XYW	Z�[IS� − 23J + S�S�� = −T�	MVY		|S� − S�� |\Y	Z�[�S� − S��  + S�S�� = −T�	MV\		|S� − S�� |G\	Z�[�S� − S��  + SUSU� = −T�	MVG		|SU − S�� |VG	Z�[�SU − S��  + S]S]� = −T^	M	Z�[�S] − SU� 																																	���

�
���	�9      

 
where T^ = 1.1, T� = 1.5, T� = 2, T� = 3,TU = 5 [3, Chapter 6]. From Eq. (9), Eq. (7) 
becomes; 

�̀ = , + $   �� − - 		 �� − - �%
@� $S�S�S�%																																… �10   

Based on Eq. (9) and Eq. (10), Eq. (8) becomes;  �a = 		 �D�E@FDGH ∗																																													
cSU −  �� − - � $   �� − - 		 �� − - �%

@� $S�S�S�%d
        …(11)                                          

By taking into consideration Eq. (10) and Eq. 
(11), the control law is proposed here as follows; � = �eVeG f�^��̀�, �̀�, �̀� − �ag																								… �12              
As a result Eq. (3) becomes  ���� = ��																				��� = ��																				��� = �^��̀�, �̀�, �̀�h																																										… �13   
where �^��̀�, �̀�, �̀� can be designed as any linear 
states feedback controller such that the system 
dynamics described by (13) is globally 
asymptotically stable. 

The control design idea presented here is 
depict in Fig. (1), where the piston position is the  
only measured  output. The feedback controller 
was designed based on higher order sliding mode 
observer.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1. Control design idea  
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4. High Order Sliding Mode Observer- 
Based Controller Design for Electro-
Hydraulic System  

 
The mathematical model for electro-hydraulic 

system that used in this work is described by [15]; 

���� = ��																																																											��� = 
����, �� + ��	�� + �����, ��						��� = 
����, �� + ��	�� + ����, ��, ��	� = ��																																																													i	… �14    
  
where ��  is the piston position �j2�2k, �� is the 
piston velocity �j2�2k/Z2m, �� is the pressure 
difference �n/j2�2k�, � is the control input 
(the current) �j�, 
�, ��, 
�	 and  �� are the 
system dynamics nominal terms (includes 
nominal parameters only) with ��, �� > 0. In 
addition �� and �� are the mismatched and 
matched perturbations respectively. The nominal 
and the perturbation terms in system dynamics are 
given by; 

�


����, �� = − �P �o�� + p��															�� = qP																																																									
����, �� = − Ursqtu �� − UrsDuvtu ��							�� = UrsDwxyztu{| {}~																																				�����, �� = ∆
����, �� + ∆����								�����, �� = ∆
����, �� + ��														� = �UrsDwxyztu{| + ∆�UrsDwxyztu{| �! ∗									
									{}~ − Z�[����	 − UrsDwxyztu{| {}~	���

���
�
���
���

    …(15)  

where: ∆
�, ∆��, ∆
�,		 and ∆�� are the 
uncertainty term and its assumed here that the 
variation in their parameters can reach 30% of 
their nominal values.  

As in assumption (1), 
����, �� and �����, �� 
are differentiable functions. Accordingly the 
electro-hydraulic system described in Eq. (14) is 
equivalent to canonical system form that given in 
Eq. (3). 

Based on section 3 one can conclude the 
following; 
i. Since the pair � , � in Eq. (3) is observable, 

therefore, there is a gain matrix - used to place 
the eigenvalues of matrix � − -  to stable one 
[14]. Let the desired stable eigenvalues are 2���� − -  = �−1,−2,−3 then the gain 
matrix - = (6 11 6)�.  

ii. With the aid of Eq. (4) to Eq. (11), and M = 10��, the reconstruction of the unknown 
form � along with the estimation of � are as 
follow; 

�̀ = , + $ S�6S� + S�11S� + 6S� + S�%																										… �16  
 �a = SU + 6S� + 11S� + 6S� 																									… �17  
iii.  The actual current control input is calculated 

by � = �eVeG ��^��̀�, �̀�, �̀� − SU − 6S� − 11S� −																																																																				6S��		… �18  
For Eq. (14), in spite of the complete system 

parametric uncertainties, the matching condition 
of �����, ��, � with the actual control input are 
not met and strong observability does not 
satisfied. However, with assumption (1), and the 
estimated states and perturbation via HOSMO, the 
current control action as in Eq. (18) solves all of 
the above challenges. Moreover one can use any 
state feedback controller �^��̀�, �̀�, �̀� techniques 
to drives �� = �� to the desired position like LQR 
and the pole placement. 

In the present work a linear state feedback 
controller, uses �̀�, �̀� and �̀�  and with desired 
negative poles values is given in Eqs. (21) to (23) 
in the following section. 
 
 

5. Simulation Results and Discussions  
 

The obtained simulation results in this work 
are performed using the actual dynamics system 
as described by Eq. (14) with the control law and 
the observer dynamics as given by Eq. (18) and 
Eq. (9) respectively. In addition the observer 
parameters are presented in section 4. The initial 
system states and initial observer states have been 
taken equal to �0.0001,0,0, �0.0001,0,0 
respectively. 

Nominal electro-hydraulic system parameters 
are given in the following table. 

 
Table  1, 
The system parameters [8]. 
The 
parameter 

Description The nominal 
value  (SI 
units) p Viscous damping 

coefficient. 
19.84*103 
Ns/m 

Ω Ram area of the 
cylinder. 

5.55 ∗ 10@� 
m2 V� Total volume of the 

cylinder and the hoses 
between the cylinder 
and the servo valve. 

1.75 ∗ 10@� 
m3 

 +P Coefficient of the total 
internal leakage of the 
cylinder due to 
pressure. 

1.5 ∗ 10@�U 
m5/Ns 
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o Effective bulk modulus 
of spring. 

70*103 N/m 

�� Effective bulk 
modulus. 

700 ∗ 10� 
N/m2  �	�/{� Cd is the discharge 

coefficient; w is the 
spool valve area 
gradient and � is the 
fluid density. 

3.42 ∗ 10@] 
m3√nZ 

j Mass of the load. 20~250 Kg }� Supply pressure of the 
fluid. 

10� 
N/meter� o� Gain of the servo-

valve. 
0.03 

 
 
From which the parameters of Eq. (15) have been 
obtained; 
� = −518.52	�� − 147	��,							�� = 4.11 ∗ 10@]  
� = −8.88 ∗ 10�	�� − 0.024	��, �� = 5.19 ∗																																																																																							10�  �� = −∆	�518.52	�� − ∆	�147	�� + ∆�	4.11 ∗																																																																														10@]	��  �� = −∆	�8.88 ∗ 10�	�� − ∆	�0.024	�� +�	�  � =	�1641600 + ∆�1641600�{10� − Z�[����	 −																																																																								5.19 ∗ 10�  
                                                                   …(19) 
Where |∆	� | ≤ �|� �| , is the parameter 
uncertainty, � � is the nominal parameter value 
and 0 < � < 1 is the uncertainty percent.  

Keeping in mind that the unknown form 
(perturbation term) which resulted from the 
electro-hydraulic system based on Eq. (3) is as 
follow: � = ���
� + ��	 + ��� �
� + ��																	… �20 
  

In the following the simulations are performed 
first for the open loop in order to examine the 
ability of the HOSMO in estimating the first and 
second derivative of �� = � = ��, and also 
estimating the perturbation term �. Second the 
results of the numerical simulations for the control 
system are presented where the control law uses 
the reconstruction transformed states �̀ and 
perturbation estimations �a as designed in section 
4. 
 
 
5.1. Open Loop System Simulation Results 
 

In this subsection the control input is set equal 
zero � = 0. For α = 0.1 the outputs of the 
HOSMO are plotted in figures (2), (3) and (4) for 
estimating piston position, velocity and 

acceleration respectively while perturbation 
estimation is plotted in figure (5). One can be sure 
from these figures, that the estimating quantities 
converges to their actual values in an interval of 
time not exceeds 0.002	Z2m. It can be noted also 
that the convergence time for the estimating 
quantities increased sequentially with the order of 
estimating states.    

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Open loop piston position �� estimation 
under � =  . � parametric uncertainties. 
  

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Open loop piston velocity �¡ estimation 
under � =  . � parametric uncertainties. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4. Open loop piston acceleration �� ¡ estimation 
under � =  . � parametric uncertainties. 
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Fig. 5. Open loop ¢ estimation under � =  . � 
parametric uncertainties. 
 

 

In order to prove the estimator robustness and 
the powerful of the HOSMO, the open loop 
simulation is repeated with  α = 0.3. The 
estimation performance does not changed in spite 
of increasing the uncertainty percent α as can be 
deduced from figure (6) to figure (9). 
 

 
  
Fig. 6. Open loop piston position estimation �� 
under � =  . £ parametric uncertainties. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Open loop piston velocity �¡ estimation 
under � =  . £ parametric uncertainties. 

 
 
Fig. 8. Open loop piston acceleration �� ¡ estimation 
under � =  . £ parametric uncertainties. 
 

 
 
Fig. 9. Open loop ¢ estimation under � =  . £ 
parametric uncertainties 

 
 

5.2. Closed Loop Simulation Results  
 

A piecewise constant and the sinusoidal are the 
desired piston positions which are considered in 
this work for the closed loop system simulation. 
In the following subsections the simulations are 
performed with � = 0.3, and the nominal 
controller �^��̀�, �̀�, �̀� will be designed using a 
simple pole placement control. The proposed 
nominal controller that drives the piston position 
to continuously differentiable desired one (as in 
sinusoidal case) is given as follows; 

�^��̀�, �̀�, �̀� = �8�* − ¤ A��̀� − ��*��̀� − ���*��̀� − ���*B						… �21                       
where: ��* the desired piston position. While in 
the piecewise desired one the nominal controller 
is as follows; 

�^��̀�, �̀�, �̀� = −¤ A��̀� − ��*�̀�												�̀�												 B 															… �22 
As mentioned earlier, one can choose feedback 
gains ¤ to achieve desired eigenvalues as follows; 
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�¤ = (39651480 348842 1023)										
2�� ¥� + $001%¤¦ = �−340,−341,−342i… �23  
The simulation results for the closed loop control 
are presented in the next subsections. 
 
 

5.2.1. Piecewise Desired Piston Position 
Simulation Results. 

 
Figures (10), (11) and (12) have shown the 

piston position, velocity and acceleration of the 
electro hydraulic system respectively. It can be 
seen from these figures the actual piston position 
make tracking to desire piecewise signal with rise 
time approximately equal to 0.03	Z2m and 
absolute tracking error less than 10@�	j. As 
mentioned in the open loop results, HOSMO also 
have shown an accurate estimation in closed loop 
simulation where in these figures the blue lines 
represents the electro-hydraulic dynamic variables 
and the green ones represents the outputs of the 
HOSMO which were used as a states feedback in 
nominal controller �^��̀�, �̀�, �̀�. 

Figure (13) refer to the pressure difference �� 
such that �� ∗ Ω represents the required hydraulic 
force input to drive the piston position �� to 
piecewise desired one. However, it can be seen 
from this figure the max value that the force input 
reaches approximately ±28860	n. 

The estimation of the perturbation term �a that 
estimated by HOSMO is clarified in figure (14) 
where the estimated quantity converge to actual 
one with time interval less than 0.01	Z2m. This 
accurate estimation was used with negative 
feedback signal into the actual current control 
input to cancel the actual effect �. 

 The actual current control input � that used to 
ensure the above performance which is 
represented by figure (15) does not exceed 3	j�. 

 

Fig. 10. Closed loop piston position �� under � =  . £ parametric uncertainties tracking desired 
piecewise position 

 
 
Fig. 11. Closed loop piston velocity �¡ under � =  . £ parametric uncertainties with desired 
piecewise piston position. 

 

 
 
Fig. 12. Closed loop piston acceleration �� ¡ under � =  . £ parametric uncertainties with desired 
piecewise piston position. 
 

 
 

Fig. 13. Pressure difference �£ under � =  . £ 
parametric uncertainties with desired piecewise 
piston position. 

 

 
 

Fig. 14. Closed loop ¢ estimation under � =  . £ 
parametric uncertainties with desired piecewise 
piston position. 
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Fig. 15. Current control input under � =  . £ 
parametric uncertainties with desired piecewise 
piston position. 
 
 

5.2.2. Sinusoidal Desired Piston Position 
Simulation Results. 

 
As in the case of piecewise desired piston 

position, figure (16) have shown the successful 
tracking of the piston position to desired one 
(sinusoidal) and this can be regarded as a 
challenge, because this tracking was constructed 
on the basis of knowledge of the measurement of 
the piston position only.  

In figures (17) and (18) the actual and the 
estimation of the piston velocity and piston 
acceleration are plotted. These figures reveal the 
accurate estimation of these physically quantities 
(velocity and acceleration) via HOSMO.  

The demanded hydraulic force input �� ∗ Ω in 
this case (sinusoidal reference) that can be noted 
form figure (19) oscillates between ±	727.05	n. 

Figures (20) and (21) show the perturbation 
estimation �a and the actual current control input � 
respectively, where the current input does not 
exceed 0.02	j�. 

 

 
 
Fig. 16. Closed loop piston position �� under � =  . £ parametric uncertainties tracking desired   
sinusoidal position. 

 
 

Fig. 17. Closed loop piston velocity �¡ under � =  . £ parametric uncertainties with desired  
sinusoidal position. 
 

 
 
Fig. 18. Closed loop piston acceleration �� ¡ under � =  . £ parametric uncertainties with desired 
sinusoidal position. 
 

 
 
Fig. 19. Pressure difference �£ under � =  . £ 
parametric uncertainties with desired sinusoidal 
position. 
 

 
 
Fig. 20. Closed loop ¢ estimation under � =  . £ 
parametric uncertainties with desired sinusoidal 
position. 
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Fig. 21. Current control input under � =  . £ 
parametric uncertainties with desired sinusoidal 
position. 
 

 

From the previous two simulation results 
(piecewise and sinusoidal references) the 
following question arises; why the amplitude of 
the current input for the piecewise case much 
larger than the sinusoidal case in spite of that, the 
amplitude for both desired signal are equal?. This 
disparity of the current input due to the piecewise 
case where the piston position has a sudden jump 
at certain points. Accordingly at these points the 
slope is unbounded, therefore the HOSMO make 
a sort of adaptation in order  to cover  this abrupt 
change leading to a control effort much larger 
than that one of sinusoidal case as shown in 
figures (15) and (21) respectively.  

As a matter of fact the control input (the 
current) is minimal for both type of desired 
position. It is meant by minimal that the 
controller, which will be able to regulate the error 
function 2 to the origin, will spend just the 
required effort in order to reject the perturbation 
term. Canceling the perturbation terms, and then 
deals with the system as a nominal system and 
exactly specifying the system response 
characteristics is the control strategy that leads to 
minimizing the control effort. Indeed one cannot 
apply the above mentioned strategy without an 
exact estimator like the HOSMO.  

Moreover the estimation process via HOSMO 
can be made faster by choosing more appropriate 
gain matrix - such that 2���� − -  are 
sufficiently far from the right hand side of the 
imaginary axis.      
 
 
6. Conclusion  
 

A HOSMO based controller design is proposed 
to improve the piston position tracking for the 
electro-hydraulic system suffers from parametric 
uncertainties and unmatched disturbance with 

only position measured signal. By using only the 
piston position as a measured output, the HOSMO 
is designed to estimate both the bounded 
differentiable unknown form and the states of the 
phase variable canonical system. Our proposed 
controller uses the estimated perturbation to 
cancel its actual effect on system dynamics. Then 
a simple linear output feedback controller based 
on pole placement was designed such that the 
piston position tracks the desired one. Two 
desired position are considered which are 
piecewise and sinusoidal where the simulation 
results have shown an excellent estimations and 
tracking performance. 
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Appendix A 
 

Recall Eq. (3) with � = 0  ��� = �� + ��� =  �											!																																																			… ��1  
 

$����� % = $   � ��% � + $ 0 � ��%�																													 … ��2 
From matrices of Eq. (3) we have: 

k©[o ¥$   � ��%¦ = 3,				 $ 0 � ��% = 0															 … ��3  
 
This shows that the relative degree between the 
output � and the unknown perturbation � is three. 
In other words and from the above procedure, a 
perturbed linear dynamical system as in Eq. (3) 
has the strongly observability condition and it has 
no null dynamic (no invariant zeros). 
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 � ��� !��"#)Output feedback (%��و	&��� ا��	' - ��	* ��ا() ا	, ا�+��دا ا	رو
ھ�-
  ا	��1	0 /�	� ا	�#��

  
�* ���4 ��3ري           *��� ا��
 ا	����ا�� "�**  

  ا-5678) ا-34%2-12,)/وا-%/! ا-",+*ة  )س&%ھ#"! **،*
 uotechnology.edu.iq@60132: ا-=*>& ا;-43*و:9*

  albmustafa@yahoo.com: ا-=*>& ا;-43*و:9**

  
  
  
  

  ا	�5��
  

:?Q,?J4- R-S%6 T 6&اPA ا;O+*اب M,*  ي-K:/?) ا-J+,) ا-?EFG (H*+I& و21د 6*ا#C ذ) Strong observability(7A@,) ا-?*ا#=) ا-<2>) 
ھ7>&رو-,` J6 Y#26 Y6*ج ا-?3=^ ا-?<7س - 9U \7-) :/7م ا-Z3*و). State variables(X46 Q,?JG Y6,*ات ا-7V-) ) Unknown form inputs(?5*وU) ا-
)Piston position measured output ( (,@7J-ا `bG)Strong observability ((>>V46 *,M .cV=-ا اd9 ھU ، م&J4"G eG7>4f6 Q,?JG ا-?3=^ و Y#26

>"J4&م ) High order sliding mode observer(5H& ذ-` ا-?*ا#C ذو ا-%?T ا-?%7h R-S-9 ا-*G=) . -=%7ء ھ,P3 د>7A R,>V4- 93,67%@,) ا-?*ا#=) ا-<2>)
Y#26 ا-?Y#26( ، ^=3 ا-?3=^(5H& ذ-` Y6 ا7kرة وا\&ة Q6 ا-%/7م e46*H ). Output(?5*وف 4f6 Y6<7ت ا-?J*ج ا-ب ا-Q6 PE Q,?J4- *,M iG7% ا;O+*ا

 eH 2بM*6 Y#26 (>\K?H 2م><)Desired piston position ( T,"H *+,"6 R<*ط Qh)Simple output feedback ( ءS1 7ءX-5& اH `-وذ
  . ا;O+*اب

Khوة rbh ذ-` qUن . ;1=7ر Y#26 ا-?2M*6 Y#26 Y=44- ^=3ب Output feedback (eH(ا-*#?,) Z/G* اداء 6?74ز -b?",+* ا-?<4*ح :im74 ا-?7E7Vة 
Q3?< 76 P#وف ا*s?-3! اV4-ا &Z1.  

 

 


